ARTIST WILLOWHAWK IS SEEKING PATRONS
WillowHawk (Angie Schuyler) is dedicating her energy and “time”
completely toward creating orgone art, natural sculpture, wall hangings
and jewelry and other spiritual things –
WHICH WILL ALL BE GIFTED TO OTHERS
Recipro City is not just an idea, but a fractal or a small mirror part of the
whole Universe, where energy flows as a torus or a “multi-dimensional
figure of eight” funnel of energy and light – streaming spiritual and
tangible or physical forms in a constant grid of reciprocity – where
human beings as one matter form on Earth “give and receive naturally.”
To “give and receive naturally” is un-conditional.
It means to manifest your energy the way you want to, in keeping with
respecting and looking after your resources (the Earth and all on Earth)
because everything is ultimately dependent upon our planet home; and
your needs for food, water, shelter, growth and development,
companionship and interesting things to do, will manifest.
What you and others do generates what is needed for sustainable living,
which is matter and energy in form, which flows through and around all
matter forms and back into all forms.
Recipro City is NOT expecting people to give, it is about attracting those
who want to gift energy to WillowHawk in return for the reciprocal flow
of energy (love and light / inspiration / joy / satisfaction / encouragement
/ healing energy …. and other spiritual and material fractals) where it
will go where it needs to flow.
Recipro City is NOT about a person doing what she/he wants, while
others feel or think that they cannot do so. It is about the FRACTAL.
Angie is living the truth, that she does not have to exchange her work for
money, and in fact money is a construct and was not in use at the

beginning of time. While Angie WillowHawk is asking for PATRONS
to offer money, this money is not in exchange for something directly
from Angie, which is what a business does; but is to gift her with a
means of being a part of the current human society on Earth.
Patronage is about genuinely supporting someone as best you can. The
point is that we all live in a world where at the moment, sadly, money is
used by most of us in order to live the way we want to, so that we can try
to be who we are.
WillowHawk is the founder of a new system where one day she won’t
need money as gifts from her patrons, because reciprocity without
money will be the way.

“We are ALL, inextricably, part and parcel, of a natural, toroidal, energy system that
feeds back into itself.
This is the Energy which is our Creator Source, by whatever name you know your
Highest Power.
By the Law of Reciprocity, whatever energy we put into this natural energy flow,
absolutely, undeniably and perpetually returns... Unless... We stop up the flow.”
Angie “WillowHawK” Schuyler

